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Resource development and installation (RDI) is an eye movement desensitization and reprocessing 
(EMDR)-related procedure developed to strengthen positive associations in positive and resourceful mem-
ories (Korn & Leeds, 2002). This study tested the assumption that bilateral stimulation (horizontal eye 
movements [EM]) in RDI “appears to lead to spontaneous, rapid increases in affective intensity . . . and 
to rich, emotionally vivid associations” (Korn & Leeds, p. 1469). This study also tested whether eye 
movement effects could be better accounted for by working memory or by interhemispheric interaction 
theory. Fifty-three undergraduate students each recalled three memories of pride, perseverance, and self-
confidence. They provided pretest and posttest ratings of each memory for vividness, pleasantness, and 
experienced strength of the positive quality, before and after performing three simultaneous tasks during 
recall: horizontal EM, vertical EM, and recall only. Results were fully in line with working memory predic-
tions, with significant decreases for all variables following both eye movement tasks. There was no support 
for the interhemispheric hypothesis. It is concluded that the  effectiveness of bilateral stimulation in RDI 
is questionable. Clinical implications are discussed.
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R   esource development and installation (RDI) is 
described as a specific eye movement desen-
sitization and reprocessing (EMDR) protocol 

and is held to be an effective intervention to help 
clients with stabilization, affect regulation and cop-
ing skills, which may be necessary to tolerate trau-
ma-focused therapy (Korn & Leeds, 2002; Leeds & 
Shapiro, 2000). The RDI protocol is used in the early 
phases of the treatment. During RDI, the person typi-
cally  focuses on specific autobiographical positive 
memories (resources) that have no association with 
negative memories to be treated with EMDR and are 
chosen in such a way that they are helpful to over-
come specific problems to be expected during EMDR 
treatment. Positive clinical experience and several 
single case studies (Korn & Leeds) appear to support 

the usefulness of RDI as a procedure to strengthen 
self-capacities.

The following is a clinical example of the use of RDI 
at the beginning of treatment. “John” had a tendency 
to stop treatment to avoid the distress associated with 
trauma. RDI was initiated to increase his access to (the 
functional memory network of) “perseverance.” The 
resource was his memory of perseverance during high 
school. He had a learning disability but kept studying 
even in periods when he felt discouraged. A specific 
image of himself during that period was used in the 
RDI procedure to strengthen his feelings of persever-
ance and to make them more accessible in difficult 
times, especially during the EMDR treatment. (For a 
full description of the RDI procedure, see Korn and 
Leeds [2002].)
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RDI originate from and is an extension of the 
“safe place procedure,” a standard part of the EMDR 
protocol (Shapiro, 1995, 2001). The safe place com-
bines bilateral eye movements with an image of a 
place in which the individual feels safe. It is included 
in the standard EMDR procedure to increase feelings 
of control and safety necessary for trauma process-
ing. The rationale for eye movements during the 
“safe place installation” stems from the observation 
that eye movements (and other bilateral stimula-
tion) seem to facilitate information processing by 
producing vivid and adaptive associations, whether 
the memory is positive or negative (see also Shapiro, 
2001, p. 31).

Leeds (1995) observed that many patients need 
more than calmness or safety, especially patients with 
complex posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) who 
have limited access to adaptive coping abilities and 
lack positive role models, which make them more 
vulnerable in trauma treatment as well as in daily life. 
The lack of adaptive responses often leads to episodes 
of uncontrolled trauma processing and slow progress. 
Leeds (1995) developed a procedure that he called 
resource development and installation. It includes many 
elements from other resource strengthening and ego 
strengthening methods, especially from  hypnotherapy 
and from the neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) 
approach. The use of bilateral stimulation is a charac-
teristic for RDI.

RDI has become a standard therapeutic tool for 
EMDR therapists, and the teaching of it is included in 
the EMDR (Level II) training. Despite its widespread 
use (see Leeds, 2009), systematic studies on RDI are 
lacking. Korn and Leeds (2002) give a comprehensive 
description of two single-case studies of patients with 
complex PTSD who each received three 90 minutes 
of RDI. Measures were taken during a baseline period 
of 3 weeks, during the intervention period (3-weekly 
RDI sessions) and during a 4-week follow-up period, in 
which the patients received supportive treatment but 
no RDI. Both patients showed visible and significant 
improvement from baseline to treatment on all tar-
geted behaviors (e.g., binge-eating episodes, negative 
self-statements, and angry outbursts) and on several 
subscales of a symptom checklist. Randomized trials 
are needed for definitive conclusions about the value 
of RDI as an intervention to help stabilize complex 
PTSD patients. Component analysis is also necessary 
to determine which elements are essential to the pro-
cedure and which are superfluous. It is striking that 
the additive value of the characteristic eye movements 
have never been established, neither for the safe place 
protocol nor for the standard RDI protocol.

Resource Development and  
Installation Procedure

Step 1, identifying needed resources, asks the client what 
personal positive qualities (e.g., confidence, perse-
verance) are needed. Step 2, resource development— 
exploring various types of resources, asks the client to 
identify a memory of experiencing that quality, or 
other resources related to that quality. Step 3, resource 
development—accessing more information, asks the client 
to access sensory information related to the memory 
or resource identified in the previous step. Step 4, check-
ing the resource, checks to ensure that the  memory/
resource is a positive one. Step 5, resource installation, 
has the client focus on the memory/resource while 
experiencing several sets of 6–12 eye movements 
(or bilateral tones or taps), asking the client after each 
set what they are feeling or noticing. Step 6, strength-
ening the resource—linking with verbal or sensory cues, 
instructs the client to use words, imagery, and affect 
to further strengthen the resource. Step 7, establish-
ing a future template, asks the client, while experienc-
ing short sets of eye movements, to focus on using 
the resource in a future situation. (See Korn and Leeds 
[2002, pp. 1470–1471] for detailed instructions.)

Eye Movements in Resource Development 
and Installation

Eye movements in RDI have a shorter duration than 
in EMDR. Usually, 6–12 movements are used (Korn & 
Leeds, 2002), whereas in EMDR, the standard is about 
24 eye movements per set (Shapiro, 2001). Korn and 
Leeds 2002 argue that shorter sets are needed to pre-
vent associations to negative, trauma-related mem-
ory networks. With shorter sets, associations remain 
limited to the functional and “resourceful” memo-
ries (Korn & Leeds). The whole procedure of RDI— 
including the shorter sets of stimulation—is based on 
the idea that bilateral stimulation accelerates adaptive 
information processing (Shapiro, 2001) both in nega-
tive memories (EMDR) as well as in positive memory 
material (safe place; RDI).

Korn and Leeds (2002) assumed that some of the 
benefits of RDI are the results of the effects of eye 
movements used in the procedure. They wrote:

. . . the inclusion of the bilateral stimulation in 
the protocol appears to lead to spontaneous, 
rapid increases in affective intensity within an 
initially  selected memory network and to rich, 
emotionally vivid associations to other functional 
(positive) memory networks. These increases in 
intensity of positive emotions and new functional 
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The Working Memory Account

According to the working memory account, the bene-
fits of bilateral stimulation occur when a dual task (like 
eye movements) and recollection of an autobiographi-
cal memory both draw on the limited capacity of the 
working memory (Maxfield, Melnyk, &  Hayman, 
2008). All dual tasks that tax and disrupt working 
memory can potentially influence the vividness, pleas-
antness, and strength of an autobiographical memory 
when performed during its recollection. Recent find-
ings have supported the working memory account in 
the desensitization of traumatic memories (Andrade, 
Kavanagh, & Baddeley, 1997; Gunter & Bodner, 2008; 
Hornsveld et al., 2010; Maxfield et al., 2008; van den 
Hout et al., 2010; van den Hout, Muris, Salemink, 
& Kindt, 2001). It was found that—compared to no 
task—a wide range of dual tasks other than horizontal 
EM (e.g., vertical EM, counting, drawing, computer 
games) also reduce the vividness and emotionality of a 
negative memory (see also van den Hout,  Engelhard, 
Rijkeboer et al., 2011). It was also found that feared 
future-oriented images (flashforwards) become less 
vivid and less emotionally intense after recall plus eye 
movements compared to recall only (Engelhard, van 
den Hout, Janssen, & van der Beek, 2010).

Thus, according to the working memory account, 
vertical EM (or any other task taxing working  memory) 
will be effective as well in reducing the vividness, 
pleasantness, and strength of negative autobiographi-
cal memories. The working memory account also 
implies that positive memories and images will be-
come less vivid and less positive when retrieved with 
simultaneous eye movements, which is already sup-
ported by some previous studies (Barrowcliff, Gray, 
Freeman, & MacCulloch, 2004; Engelhard, van Uijen, 
& van den Hout, 2010; van den Hout et al., 2001). To 
summarize, the working memory account predicts 
that both horizontal and vertical EM will reduce the 
vividness, pleasantness, and strength of positive and 
resourceful memories during RDI.

Purpose

Studies on positive memories are highly relevant for 
the safe place protocol and RDI because these pro-
cedures concentrate on positive memory material. 
 Positive memories are processed in both the safe place 
and RDI, and the aim is not to increase the vividness 
or positive valence of the memory but to strengthen 
the subjective experienced quality (resource).

The purpose of this study was to investigate the spe-
cific effect of eye movements on the types of positive 
memories used in RDI. To evaluate the sole effect of 

associations bring additional ego-strengthening 
material into consciousness. (p. 1469)

Korn and Leeds (2002) identified two benefits for eye 
movements in RDI: an increase in positive emotions 
and an increase in positive associations. Neither of these 
putative benefits has ever been studied. The research 
examines the role of eye movements on the positive 
emotions within three specific positive memories and 
investigates whether the working memory effects found 
in other research would be evident in memories select-
ed for possible positive ego-strengthening content.

The Interhemispheric Interaction Account 
Versus the Working Memory Account

Two of the major accounts of how eye movements 
ameliorate negative reactions to autobiographical 
memories are the increased interhemispheric interac-
tion account and the working memory account (for an 
overview, see Gunter & Bodner, 2008). Each of these 
accounts explains the effects of eye movements on neg-
ative memories completely different, resulting in oppo-
site predictions for positive and resourceful memories.

The Interhemispheric Interaction Account

The interhemispheric interaction account is relevant 
for the use of bilateral stimulation in positive and 
 resourceful memories of RDI and proposes that hori-
zontal EM in EMDR are profitable because they cre-
ate an increased interhemispheric interaction via the 
corpus callosum (Propper & Christman, 2008). In line 
with this hypothesis, saccadic eye movements (like 
those used in EMDR) have been shown in nonclini-
cal samples to enhance episodic memory retrieval 
 (Christman, Garvey, Propper, & Phaneuf, 2003), in-
crease the accuracy of memories recalled (Christman, 
Propper, & Dion, 2004), and induce cognitive and se-
mantic flexibility (Kuiken, Bears, Miall, & Smith, 2001–
2002). Propper and Christman (2008) suggest that an 
increased interaction between brain hemispheres 
is the underlying mechanism for the benefits of eye 
movements in EMDR. According to this account, the 
increased interaction between the hemispheres en-
hances retrieval of (trauma) memories and associated 
content from long-term memory, which facilitates re-
processing (see also Gunter and Bodner, 2009). This 
type of processing is referred to by Korn and Leeds 
(2002) in their description of RDI as “new functional 
associations [that] bring additional  ego-strengthening 
material into consciousness” (p. 1469). Thus, accord-
ing to the interhemispheric  interaction account, only 
 horizontal EM will be effective, and this will strengthen 
positive and resourceful memories during RDI.
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with substantial modifications. These modifications 
 allowed for a full access of the positive memory  related 
to each resource (Steps 3 and 4) and the processing of 
that memory using eye movements (Step 5). No asso-
ciations were elicited because the study focused solely 
on the effects of eye movements on memory.

Steps 1 and 2 of the RDI protocol, identification and 
exploration of the type of quality resource, were skipped 
because the required qualities were determined by 
the experimenters prior to the experiment to equalize 
conditions for all participants. The memories of pride, 
self-confidence, and perseverance corresponded with 
three separate predetermined resources all partici-
pants were assumed to have possessed at least one 
time during the course of their lives.

In Step 3, accessing more information, the concerning 
memory was accessed according to the RDI protocol 
(Korn & Leeds, 2002) in which a participant identifies 
the most vivid visual image and is asked to actively 
 visualize the moment when he or she felt the resource 
the most. For example, participants were asked, “Please 
recall an occasion in your life where you experienced excep-
tional pride. For example, this could concern winning a 
sports event or receiving a graduation certificate.” A partici-
pant was then instructed to describe all sensory details 
concerning the memory that came to mind.

Step 4, checking the resource, to verify whether a 
patient can attend to and tolerate the connection to 
the resource without negative associations or affects 
(Korn & Leeds, 2002), was used without changes.

Step 5, resource installation, began by asking a partici-
pant to focus on the targeted memory and to engage in 
the eye movement task. The number of movements in 
each set and the speed of eye movements were  according 
to the Basic EMDR RDI Protocol. This step was modi-
fied in that participants were not required to note any 
changes in their experience of the resource but were 
asked to keep their focus on the memory and the feel-
ing of pride, perseverance, or self-confidence. The basic 
RDI protocol elicits associations by asking clients—after 
each set of eye movements—“What are you feeling or 
noticing now?” In this study, we chose to remove that 
mechanism of elicited association so that it would not 
confound the simple effects of eye movements. Step 6, 
strengthening the resource, and Step 7, future template, were 
not conducted for the same reason.

After Steps 3 and 4 (accessing the resource mem-
ory), participants were asked to close their eyes 
for 10 seconds and focus on the recalled memory, 
 particularly keeping their focus on the experience 
of the resource. Pretest ratings were obtained at 
this time by means of visual analogue scales (VAS) 
described in the subsequent text. After this, 

eye movements, no other elements of the RDI protocol 
were applied; there was no elicitation of associations 
and no future application of the resource. However, to 
be more consistent with the RDI procedure, this study 
focused on memories that explicitly refer to three 
common positive qualities: pride, self-confidence, and 
perseverance. These were chosen because they are 
meaningful qualities often used in RDI to make pa-
tients more stable before EMDR therapy.

Hypotheses

To allow for a critical test of the two competing theories, 
we compared three conditions: recall with horizontal 
eye movements, recall with vertical eye movements, and 
 recall only. According to the increased interhemispheric 
interaction hypothesis of eye movements, recall with 
horizontal eye movements will be superior to the two 
other conditions in that it will result in increased ratings of 
the subjective experienced strength of the desired quality 
(resource). According to working memory theory, recall 
with horizontal eye movements and recall with vertical 
eye movements will both decrease ratings of vividness, 
pleasantness, and subjective experienced strength of the 
resource, relative to the recall only condition.

Method

Participants

Fifty-three university undergraduates from diverse 
disciplines (35 female) with a mean age of 22.5 years 
(SD 5 2.6) participated in exchange for course credit 
or money.

Design

The experiment was designed as a time (2) by condition 
(3) repeated measures within-subject design. All partici-
pants recalled three memories (memories representing 
pride, perseverance, and self-confidence, respectively) 
under three different conditions: two eye movement 
and one control condition. Dependent variables (see 
measures) were determined before and after each task. 
The experiment was conducted by three of the authors 
(Max Vroomen, Immanuel Kapteijn, and Dorienke 
Aalbers), who were undergraduate students at the time 
of the experiments. They were trained in the relevant 
parts of the RDI protocol by a senior EMDR consul-
tant, the corresponding author (Hellen Hornsveld).

Procedure

The experimental procedure involved application of 
Steps 3, 4, and 5 of the Basic EMDR RDI Protocol 
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related to the image representing the memory. The 
questions were “How vivid is the memory for you at 
this moment?” “How pleasant is the memory for you 
at this moment?” “To what extent do you feel you 
possess the quality (i.e., pride, perseverance, and self-
confidence) right now?” The extreme left side of the 
scale represented 0 (not at all vivid, pleasant, or strong), 
and the extreme right side of the scale represented 10 
(very vivid, pleasant, or strong). However, to prevent 
participants from discrete scoring, these  numerical 
values were not visible on the actual scales. Partici-
pants were able to see their previous scoring of the 
memory and adjust their new scores according to a 
possible shift in their experience.

Data Processing and Statistical Analyses

The data for this experiment were processed using 
SPSS (v.16). First, 2 (pretest, posttest) 3 3 (horizontal 
EM, vertical EM, fixation) repeated measures  analysis 
of variances (ANOVAs) were used to detect significant 
main and interaction effects. Second, pretest scores 
were subtracted from posttest scores to calculate dif-
ference scores per condition per dependent variable. 
Two-tailed paired t tests were conducted when a sig-
nificant overall task effect was found in the  repeated 
measures analyses, to compare the conditions.  Effect 
sizes were computed and where necessary, cor-
rected for dependence among means with Morris and 
 DeShon’s (2002) equation.

Results

The mean prevalues and postvalues for vividness, 
pleasantness, and experienced strength of the  quality 
of the targeted positive memory are presented in 
Table 1.

Vividness

The mean difference scores for the three eye move-
ment tasks for the differences in vividness are  depicted 

another 10-second focus period followed to ensure 
participant immersion with the memory and reduce 
scoring interference. Step 5, resource installation (the 
eye movement task, as  described subsequently), 
was then performed. This was followed by a post-
test focus period of 10 seconds and then posttest 
ratings. The order of the assignment to the three 
eye movement tasks (horizontal EM, vertical EM, 
no eye movements) was counterbalanced resulting 
in six separate order conditions. Participants were 
randomly assigned to one of these six conditions and 
tested individually. It was considered not necessary 
to randomize the order of the resource qualities; 
all subjects first retrieved a memory concerning 
pride, then perseverance, and then self-confidence. 
Between each of the three tasks, participants were 
asked to work for 3 minutes on a digit-search puzzle 
to reduce interference of affect between memories 
(Meissner, Brigham & Kelley, 2001).

Eye Movement and Control Tasks

Participants were instructed to keep their focus 
on the memory as much as possible. In the eye 
movement conditions, participants followed two 
 fingers of the experimenter, during 5 sets of either 
10  horizontal (left-to-right) or vertical (up-down) 
 motions with a frequency of one cycle per second. 
The number of movements in each set and speed of 
eye  movements were according to the Basic EMDR 
and RDI  Protocol. In the recall only task,  participants 
fixated at two nonmoving fingers of the experi-
menter,  during 5 sets of 10 seconds. Between each 
set, participants were  instructed to stay focused on 
the memory, its sensory details, and the experienced 
quality for 5 seconds.

Measures

Pretest and posttest ratings were obtained by means of 
three 10 cm VAS to measure vividness, emotionality, 
and subjective strength of the resource. These scales 

TABLE 1. Means (SD) of Vividness, Pleasantness, and Strength of Quality 
Before and After Horizontal Eye Movements (EM), Vertical Eye Movements, and 
Recall Only

Horizontal EM Vertical EM Recall only

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Vividness 7.5 (1.5) 6.1 (2.1) 7.6 (1.4) 6.0 (1.8) 7.4 (1.2) 7.0 (1.5)

Pleasantness 7.3 (1.6) 6.7 (1.6) 7.5 (1.5) 6.5 (1.6) 7.1 (2.2) 6.9 (1.8)

Strength of quality 6.8 (1.7) 6.1 (2.2) 6.7 (1.8) 5.9 (2.1) 6.9 (1.2) 6.6 (1.8)
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in Figure 1. The repeated measure ANOVA conducted 
on the premeasures and postmeasures for vividness 
revealed a significant main effect of time, F(1, 52) 5 
40.35, p , .001, partial eta-squared 5 0.44, and a signifi-
cant effect for the crucial time 3 condition  interaction 
F( 2, 51) 5 16.35, p , .001, partial eta-squared 5 0.39. 
Compared to recall only, vividness scores showed a 
significant decrease for horizontal EM, t(52) 5 4.31, 
p , .001, d 5 0.57 and for vertical EM, t(52) 5 3.14, 
p , .001, d 5 0.86. The decrease in vividness did not 

 differ between the two eye  movement conditions, 
t(52) 5 0.38, p 5 .704.

Pleasantness

The mean difference scores for the three eye move-
ment tasks for the pleasantness ratings are depicted in 
Figure 2. The repeated measures ANOVA for pleasant-
ness revealed a main effect for time, F(1, 52) 5 30.58, 
p , .001, partial eta-squared 5 0.37, and a  significant 
time 3 condition interaction effect, F(2, 51) 5 4.28, 
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FIGURE 1. Mean difference scores (in visual analogue scales [VAS] rating) for vividness per 
condition (horizontal EM, vertical EM, recall only).
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FIGURE 2. Mean difference scores (in visual analogue scales [VAS] rating) for pleasantness per 
condition (horizontal EM, vertical EM, recall only).
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eye movement control condition. It used a stripped 
down version of the RDI protocol to evaluate the 
effects of eye movements and to test whether the 
assumed effects of memory enhancement were actu-
ally produced. Results showed that eye movements 
did not enhance positive emotion nor lead to more 
functional associations. Instead, eye movement was 
found to  decrease the vividness and pleasantness in 
these positive resource memories and to decrease the 
experienced strength of the resource. This study was 
also designed to compare the interhemispheric inter-
action account and the working memory account for 
the beneficial effects of eye movements in EMDR. 
The results unequivocally support a working mem-
ory explanation because both horizontal and vertical 
EM reduced vividness, pleasantness, and the subjec-
tive experienced strength of the resource, rather than 
 enhanced it.

Evaluation of the Interhemispheric Interaction 
Account

The rationale for eye movements in RDI stems 
from the idea that bilateral stimulation activates 
 information processing (see also Shapiro, 2001, p. 31.) 
regardless of whether these memories have a negative 
(EMDR) or positive (RDI) emotional valence. The 
interhemispheric interaction hypothesis  (Propper & 
Christman, 2008) serves as a more specific theory on 
how horizontal EM and other bilateral stimuli can 
be beneficial in EMDR and RDI. It was predicted, 
 according to this theory, that horizontal EM should 

p 5 .19, partial eta-squared 5 0.14. Paired t tests con-
ducted on the difference scores for each condition 
showed that the decrease in pleasantness after verti-
cal EM differed significantly from the condition with 
recall only, t(52) 5 2.95, p , .01, d 5 0.42 . Horizon-
tal EM did not differ from vertical EM, t(52) 5 1.43, 
p 5 .16 or from recall only, t(52) 5 1.68, p 5 .10.

Experienced Strength of the Quality

Mean difference scores for the three conditions of 
the subjective experienced strength of the quality are 
 depicted in Figure 3. The repeated measures ANOVA 
conducted on the prescores and postscores showed 
a significant main effect for time, F(1, 52) 5 17,992, 
p , .001, d 5 3.42, but did not reach significance 
for the crucial time 3 condition interaction, F(2, 51) 
5 2.95, p 5 .57. Paired t tests were used on the differ-
ence scores for each condition to examine the trend 
toward significance in the interaction effect. The tests 
showed that the decrease in strength of the quality 
after vertical EM differed significantly from the condi-
tion with recall only, t(52) 5 2.23, p , 0.05, d 5 0.30. 
The decreases did not differ between horizontal EM 
and vertical EM, t(52) , 1 and between horizontal EM 
and recall only t(52) 5 1.91, p 5 0.06.

Discussion

This study is unique because it focused on memories 
of positive qualities (resources) with either horizon-
tal or vertical EM and compared the results to a no 
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FIGURE 3. Mean difference scores (in visual analogue scales [VAS] rating) for strength of 
 quality per condition (horizontal EM, vertical EM, recall only).
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load and changes in vividness and emotionality was 
already suggested by the results for negative memo-
ries by van den Hout et al. (2010) and by Maxfield 
et al. (2008).

Possible Relevance of the Findings to Resource 
Development and Installation

This study examined the effects of eye movements 
on the types of positive memories used as resources 
in RDI to determine if eye movements alone led to 
the intense increases in positive affect and facilitated 
 access to more adaptive memory networks as pos-
ited by Korn and Leeds (2002, p. 1469). Our results 
did not find that eye movements led “to spontane-
ous, rapid increases in affective intensity” and to 
 “increases in  intensity of positive emotions.” Instead, 
we found that eye movements behaved the same 
way with positive memories as they do with nega-
tive memories, significantly decreasing vividness and 
emotion. Further, we did not find that eye move-
ments led to “rich, emotionally vivid associations” 
or “new functional  associations.” Rather, we found 
a significant decrease in the experienced strength of 
the resource.

We consider these findings to be of real importance 
to EMDR clinicians and researchers. The results on 
all measures indicate even these brief sets of horizon-
tal EM seem to have an effect opposite to what was 
intended. Consequently, we have to question the use-
fulness of eye movements (or other bilateral stimuli) 
in RDI.

It is important to note that our research procedure 
did not provide the full RDI Protocol. We did not 
elicit associations or process associations. We inves-
tigated only the effects of eye movements. Although 
it is possible that a combination of eye movements 
and elicitation of associations may produce the effects 
claimed by Korn and Leeds (2002), we doubt that the 
other procedures used in RDI will alter the effects of 
eye movements on diminishing the qualities of the 
positive memories.

Although there is a lot more to RDI than eye move-
ments, and the procedure as a whole may appear 
fruitful, it is tempting to speculate that this is despite 
the eye movements and not due to. How can RDI be 
improved? This study shows that in healthy, nonclini-
cal subjects, positive memories can be retrieved that 
have certain vividness, pleasantness, and experienced 
strength of the resource quality. This study, however, 
also shows that mere recall during short periods (as 
in the recall only condition) did not strengthen these 
qualities because the dependent measures stayed rath-
er unchanged after recall only. The effect of recall only 

facilitate  information processing as described by Korn 
and Leeds (2002):

. . . the inclusion of the bilateral stimulation in 
the protocol appears to lead to spontaneous, 
rapid increases in affective intensity within 
an initially selected memory network and to 
rich, emotionally vivid associations to other 
 functional (positive) memory networks. These 
 increases in intensity of positive emotions and 
new functional associations bring additional 
ego-strengthening material into consciousness. 
(p. 1469)

In our experimental protocol, we removed the 
mechanisms of eliciting associations and processing 
associative material. We created a variable to mea-
sure the interhemispheric interaction effect called 
 experienced strength of the quality, and we hypothesized 
that interhemispheric interaction should strengthen 
this variable through the purported mechanism of 
horizontal EM. This variable consists of the answer 
to the question “To what extent do you feel you 
possess the quality (i.e., pride, perseverance, and self-
confidence) right now?” We did not find that this 
variable was strengthened by horizontal (or  vertical) 
eye movements at all. Instead, we found that eye 
movements systematically decreased the experienced 
strength of the resource. Our conclusion then is that 
if interhemispheric interaction is indeed increased by 
horizontal EM, it does not seem to be an important 
mechanism to strengthen adaptive responses during 
the resource development protocol.

Evaluation of the Working Memory Account

The results of this study are fully congruent with a 
working memory model to explain the benefits of eye 
movements in EMDR (Andrade et al., 1997; Gunter 
& Bodner, 2008; Maxfield et al., 2008; van den Hout 
et al., 2011). The working memory account of EMDR 
predicts a decrease in vividness and valence for both 
positive and negative memory images, and it predicts 
a decrease for horizontal EM to the same extent as 
for vertical EM. In the current RDI experiment, mov-
ing eyes vertically was as effective as horizontally, 
a finding that was already reported with respect to 
negative memories (Gunter & Bodner, 2008, Experi-
ment 2). For all three dependent variables (vividness, 
pleasantness, experienced strength of the quality), 
vertical EM seemed even more effective that horizontal 
EM. It is possible that this reflects a slightly higher 
level of difficulty in the vertical EM, leading to higher 
working memory load and larger effect sizes. A dose 
response relationship between the working memory 
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specific parts of the protocol will demonstrate wheth-
er the EMDR  protocol can be improved by certain 
adaptations.

Limitations

This study compared the effect of recall with eye move-
ments to recall only, on positive memories of personal 
resources, in a nonclinical sample, with  experimenters 
who were unskilled in EMDR, and with a stripped 
down version of the RDI protocol. These are major 
limitations. The extent to which these  findings apply 
to clinical practice is yet to be tested.

The fact that the experimenters were not skilled 
clinicians may have led to suboptimal retrieval of the 
memories and lower rates of vividness, pleasantness, 
and subjective experienced strength of the resource. 
However, there is no reason to suppose that more 
skilled guidance through the RDI protocol will change 
the nature of the results. Similarly, there is no ground 
to expect that eye movements will strengthen posi-
tive memories in a clinical sample when it weakens 
them in a nonclinical sample.

Conclusions

Because this study has shown that eye movements 
(horizontal and vertical) decrease the experienced 
strength of positive and resourceful autobiographic 
memories, the effectiveness of eye movements in RDI 
is questionable. It may even be  counterproductive. 
More research is needed to investigate the role of 
 associations in RDI and the combination of eye move-
ments and associations. Nevertheless, it seems  unlikely 
that with other instructions, the powerful  effect of eye 
movements to desensitize positive memories will be 
different.
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